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001-018306
M. A. (Sem. - III) (CBCS) Examination

December - 20ll
ECT-03:English

(Neu; Literature I'{on Britislt. / American )
(Neut Course)

Faculty Code : 001
Subject Code : 018306

fime : Hours] [Tota] Marks : 70

Instructions : (1) Attempt all questions.

(2) Figures to the right indicate marks.

1 Attempt any one of the following questions in about 14

1000 words :

(, Death of a Salesman is a true and intelligent criticism
of unattainable 'American Dream'. Elucidate.

(ii) Discuss in detail the dynamic of "oppressor and
oppressed' as evidently observed in Sylvia Plath's
'Daddy'.

(iii) "Walden is thickly allusive, sometimes pedantic, and
yet tries to wean us from a dependence on books,

including itself." How far do you agree yrith the
comment ?

2 (a) Attempt any one of the following : (500 words) 10

6) '.A man can be destroyed but not defeated', says
the old man after the first shark attack. At the
end of the story, in your opinion, is the old man
defeated ?

(ii) How does Willy's home function as a metaphor for
his ambitions ?

@) Attempt any one of the following : (500 words) 10

(, Discuss with illustrations the inter{ace of reality,
imagination and meditative philosophy in the
poems of Wallace Stevens, poems.
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(u) 'Robert Frost's work frequently employed settings
from rural life in New England in the early
twentieth century, using them to examine complex
social and philosophical themes.' Comment on the
statement, keeping in focus the poems you have
studied.

3 (a) Attempt any two of the following :

(D Transcendentalism

(ii) Free verse

(rii) Confessional poetry

(iv) Existentiafism
G) Attempt any two of the following :

G) Light Verse

(ii) Stream of consciousness

(iii) Naturalism
(iv) Bildungsroman

4 Attempt the following questions in one or two lines : 6

(, Who attends WiJly's funeral in 'Death of a Salesman'?

(ii) When the novella opens, how long has it been since
Santiago last caught a fish ?

(iii) What is the name of Sylvia Plath's father after whom
the poem 'Daddy' is written ?

(iv) What was Biff doing in the West before the play begins ?

(v) How does the old man know immediately the size of the
great marlin he has caught ?

(vr) Where is the Walden Pond located ?

5 Attempt any 10 MCQs given below : 10

6) Which of the following works is not penned by Thoreau ?

(a) Society and Solitude

&) The Highland Light

(c) Night and Moonlight

(d) Herald of Freedom

10

10
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(ii) The publication of Nature (1836), an essay by
is usually considered the watershed movement at which
transcendentalism became a major cultural movement.
(a) Margaret Fuller
G) Ralph Waldo Emerson
(c) Henry David Thoreau
(d) Emily Dickinson

Hemingway received the Nobel Prize in the
year
(a) t952
(b) 1e56
(c) 1954
(d) 1e58

(iv) Who has said : "The proof of a poet is that his country
absorbs him as affectionately as he has absorbed it."
(a) Robert Frost
G) Wallace Stevens
(c) Sylvia Plath
(d) Walt Whitman

(v) Which of the following works is not by Sylvia Plath ?

(a) T\rlips
(b) The Bell Jar
(c) Lady Lazarus
(d) In Country Sleep

(vi) Received four Pulitzer Prtzes for Poetry during
his life time.
(a) Wallace Stevens
G) Emily Dickinson
(c) Robert Frost
(d) W.B. Yeats.

(vii) In 1894 he sold his first poem, "My Butterfly : An
Elegy" (published in the November 8, 1894, edition of
the New York Independent) for 915 and proud of his
accomplishment, he proposed marriage to Elinor Miriam
White. Whom are we talking about ?

(a) Robert Frost
(b) Wilfred Owens
(c) Walt Whitman
(d) W.B. Yeats

(ur)
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(viii)'Brute Neighbors' and'House-Warming' are
(a) Poems by Sylvia Plath
(b) Short stories by Hemingway
(c) Poems by Walt Whitman
(d) Chapters from Walden

(i") A Farewell to Ar.ms is based on Hemingway's
experrence as
(a) A journalist in World War II
G) A captain in an army
(c) An ambulance driver in World War I
(d) A correspondent in Key West

(x) Who among the following is not an American War poet ?
(a) Wilfred Owen
(b) E.E. Cummings
(c) Joyce Kilmer
(d) John Reed

(xr) The woods are lovely, dark and deeplBut I have
promises to keep - are lines from the poem
(a) New Hampshire
(b) Mending Watl
(c) The Road not Taken
(d) Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening

(xii) Major years of the World War I are
(a) 1914-1918
(b) le10-1e14
(c) 1939-1945
(d) t914-t922
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